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ABSTRACT
When Should Baby Start Solids?

Carol A. Pitts,

R.D., South Dakota State University, Brookings, South
Dakota.

1984 .

Advisor:

Interlibrary loan.

Masters.

Project

Roger A. Shewmake, Ph . D.

The purpose of the slide/tape prog r am "When Should
Baby Start Solids?" is to provide information on feeding
solids to infants .

It is to be used as a teaching tool

for parents, students, and professionals.

The optimum

age to introduce solids is at four to six months of age.
The infant's nutritional and developmental needs are to
be considered together when int r oducing solids.

The

nutritional and developmental guidelines used in the
slide program summarize the literature regarding solids
introduction .

The project includes visual slides,

accompanying cassette tape, written narrative with
corresponding information on the concepts presented in
the slides, and a brochure explaining the objectives and
how to use the program .
Delaying the introduction of solids until at least
four to six months may avoid underfeeding of human milk
or formula, avoid potential food allergies, and avoid
overfeeding of solids .

Introduction of solids before
ii

four to six months for most fullterm infants provides no
nutritional or developmental advantages to the infant,
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CHAPTER I
OVERVIEW
Through the graduate itudies I have sought to
expand my current knowledge in the field of nutrition and
food service,

The graduate program has provided further

insight into the role of Home Economics, the current
issues in nutrition related to health, and the role of
planning and organization in the daily interaction with
professionals, clients, employees, and business and
health care facilities.

My experience as a registered

dietitian has included several years as a consultant
dietitian to many nursing homes and small hospitals in
South Dakota; previous instruction of Food and Man (NFS
111) and Diet Therapy (NFS 303) at South Dakota State
University; Director for two years of the Dietetic
Assistant Train~ng Program through South Dakota State
university; coordinator and/or instructor of many
nutrition/food service workshops; speaker at various
parent groups on nutrition; and currently the Dietary
Department Head at the Brookings Huspital and Brookview
Manor, Clinical Dietitian at the Brookings Clinic and the
Consultant Dietitian to two area health care facilities.
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The major conceptual area of my graduate program
is nutrition with supporting courses in the area of
planning and group organization.

The nutrition courses

include updates in nutrition trends and developments;
food service equipment; further study in nutrition
physiology; and the understanding of how a government
nutrition program is organized and operated through a
special problems course.

The nutrition course objectives

included relating nutrition to health and disease,
nutritional management of major disease states,
approaches to implementing nutrition principles and also
diet therapy.

The Home Economics research course

broadened my awareness of the different types of research
methods in research projects and the use of the library
and appropriate texts, journals, and other library
services.

The Home Economics seminar courses assisted in

realizing the interrelationship of the science of
nutrition and Home Economics.
The supporting courses contributed by integrating
the major field of nutrition into the everyday workings
of organizations and health care facilities.
Understanding the organization and how best to work
within its framework is important t o the effecti ve
integration of the dietary department and its goals to
the over-all health care facility,

The suppo rting course
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concepts in planning included principles of working with
groups, analyzing projects, grant and proposal writing,
and researching a topic in sufficient depth to reach some
conclusions and make recommendations.

The concepts from

the supporting courses also included the nature of social
organization as an ongoing process.

These concepts

included organizational personalities, cultural factors,
and patterns of social ordering.

These courses assisted

in conceptualizing the processes that occur in all social
organizations and to enable better understanding of the
individual and/or group behavior in organizations and in
small groups.
Details of Academic Coursework
Plan of Study
Major Field
HE 701
HE 701
HE 701
HE 701
HED 791
NFS 661
NFS 724
HE 6913
NFS 661

Seminar in Home Economics:
Thesis Topics
Seminar in Home Economics:
Philosophy of Home Economics
Seminar in Home Economics:
Philosophy of Home Economics
Seminar in Home Economics:
Research in Home Economics
Research Methods in Home
Economics:
Specia l Problems in NFS:
Report on :itle VII Elderly
Nutrition Sites
Recent Trends and Developments
in Nutrition:
Institution Equipment for
Food Serv ice:
Special Problems: Pathiophysio lo gy of Human Nutrition

0.5 credits
0.5 credits
0.5 credits
0,5 credits
3

credits

3

c redits

3

credits

2

credits

3

credits

4
HE

Individual Research & Study
Major Field

793

23

7

credits
credits

3
3
3
3
12

credits
credits
credits
credits
credits

Supporting Courses
Plan 691
Plan 692
Soc 620
Soc 633

Principles of Planning
Techniques of Planning
Social Organization
Leadership & Group Organization
Supporting Field

Developmental Project Procedure
The developmental project chosen for Individual
Research and Study was the development of an audio-visual
addressing the topic: Introduction
Infants Diet.

of Solids in the

This topic was chosen as a result of

varied experiences in the field of dietetics.

The

objective was to provide an educational tool for parents
and professionals to use in establishing sound
nutritional eating habits for infants.
Much of my work experience has been in planning
meals for patients and residents of a health care
facility, individual diet counseling, and teaching basic
nutrition.

The importance of eating patterns to an

individual's over-all nutrition has become very apparent
to me .
age.

These food patterns are formed at a very early
It is believed that the first year of life and the

pre -school years are of paramount importance in
establishing food patterns (4).

Health professionals

have a very important role to play in infant nutrition.
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They are in a key position to help parents understand
nutr ition so that parents may help their baby meet
her/his nutritional needs (3) ,

It is during pregnancy

and infant development that mothers are most receptive to
nutrition education (5) .

This is the time that nutrition

education may have the most lasting influence on the
infant and the family.
There is more written info rma tion available to
both professionals, parents, and others interested in
infant nutrition than there was several years ago.

But

in the area of infant nutrition, there are very few
readily available and affordable audio -visual programs.
This was confirmed by exploring sources of audio - visual
materials such as:
1. Review of audio - visual material source books
from the SDSU Film Library, the state of South Dakota
Film Library, and the American Dairy Council, the
catalogs of major companies producing infant formulas,
general mailings received from the American Dietetic
Association, and a regional search through the SDSU
Extension Nutrition Specialist .
2.
Discussions with the coordinator of the South
Dakota WIC program, the SDSU Extensi on Specialist, and
area dietitions involved in teachin g nutrition in parent
education classes.
Audio - visual material is important to assist the
students of infant nutrition, parents, and professionals
to conceptualize and understand the relationship of an
infant ' s nutrition and physical development.

Thus, a

decision was made to use a slide / tape program t o present
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this information.

The use of a slide program and

cassette tape would allow the presentor of the
information to assist students, parents, and
professionals in studying and interpreting the screen
picture, and to allow the expression of comments and
questions as the slide presentation proceeds (1),
The development of the slide program assisted to
achieve the following professional goals:
1.

Learn more in the field of infant nutrition.

2.
Provide up-to-date information to
professionals, educators, and parents on the introduction
of solids in the infants diet.

3, Provide a resource that can be used where
nutrition has its start - with the infant and the family
unit,
4,
Gain knowledge and expertise in the use of
audio-visuals in the teaching of nutrition,
The proposed developmental project was presented
to my graduate committee in September 1983,

It was

reviewed and approved for further development,

The

approval sequence of the project was as follows:
1. Review of literature in the field of infant
nutrition with specific review of introduction of solids,
2. Development of concepts to be presented in the
slide program in the form of a narrative.

3, Production of the appropriate slides to the
concepts and narrative in the slide program,
4.
program,

Development of accompanying tape to the slide
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5, Development of the brochure to explain the
slide program and how to use it.
6. Evaluation of the slide program during the
developmental stages.
The proposed goals of the slide program were to:
1. Provide up-to-date information on introduction
of solids' to the infant.
2. Relate the infant's nutritional needs to the
infant's physical developments that are important to
feeding during the first year.

3, Use current, factual infant nutrition
principles in the slide program.

8
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
One of the most frequently asked questions of
pediatric health care professionals is "When should my
baby start solids (39)?"

Introduction of solids affects

the infant's immediate nutrition as well as influencing
later eating habits ( 13), Providing current and factual
information on solids to parents and health care
professionals can assist infants in receiving optimum
nutrition (17 , 4, 32) .

Solids refers to any foods other

than human milk, infant formula or water.
History of Solids in The Infant's Diet
Artificial feeding of infants is an ancient
practice, but only in the last 50 years has it become
safe enough to be widely used ( 19) .
formulas and baby foods.

This includes infant

Many infants before the 20th

Century who were not breastfed died because there was not
an adequate substitute for human milk (32) .

It was only

near the turn of the 20th Century that one could speak of
the science of nutrition (23) ,

As knowledge increased in

the field of nutrition, many scientists and physicians
were trying to apply the new information to infant
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feeding,

The proprietary infant food industry actually

started in 1867 with the marketing of a product claimed
to be the perfect infant food,

It was marketed by Leibig

and co~sisted of wheat flour, cow's milk, and malt-flour
cooked with a little potassium bicarbonate added to
reduce the acidity of the wheat and malt flour (9),
This first baby food product waB the beginning of
an almost endless variety of foods that appeared during
the last quarter of the 19th Century (9),

Many products

made unwarranted claims and many were intended as an
exclusive food for the infant,

Many of the products were

violently criticized by leading pediatricians o~ the day,
The contents of these foods varied from dried cow's milk
combined with some cereal and sugar, to a form of malted
carbohydrate, to a pure cereal to be used with fresh
cow's milk,

The use of these foods as a total

replacement for human milk usually had disastrous results
( 9) •

During these early years of formulating processed
infant foods as a substitute for human milk, human milk
continued to be the only food given to infants until at
least their tenth month.

A common feeding regimen in

1895 was:
a.

Nothing but milk until the infant was eight
or nine months old,
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b.

Beginning at ten months beef juice beginning
with one tablespoonful and increasing to
four to six tablespoons daily by 12 months
of age.

c.

Also at ten months thin gruel made from the
grains of oats, wheat, or barley, from farina
or arrowroot; one to three tablespoons may
be added to each feeding (9, p. 20).

In 1904 it was suggested to use one soft
semi-solid at the end of the first year in place of one
bottle (19),

In 1952 it was noted that the addition of

solid foods to the infant's diet within the first year
was of recent origin (22).

Only the boldest of

practioners 40 years earlier would have started solids
before ten months (22).
Solids started being introduced earlier in the
infant's diet in the early 1900s when American
pediatricians were being faced with many hypotheses in
the field of infant -nutrition ( 9).

The types of

carbohydrates in infant formulas, the amount of calories
needed by the infant, infant mortality when not
breastfed, and different formulations of milk-substitute
formulas were some of the problems of infant foods.

This

confusion, the desire to provide optimum nutrition, and
the newness of scientific infant nutrition seems to ~ave
led the medical profession into using solid foods earlier
than ten to 12 months.

The availability and distribution

of samples of canned baby foods and the widespread
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advertising hastened the acceptance of solids both by the
physician and the homemaker (9).
The ma rk eting of the canned baby foods was very
effective in encouraging this early introduction.

Meyer

noted
. . . that the medical students matured to
practicing physicians who rely heavily upon
journal ad vertis ing and mail brochure promotion
for his working and practical knowledge in a
field which he could easily master with his
scientific training and background (23, p . 5),
By the 1920s it was being recommended to start solids by
six months (9),

In the 1930s it was recommended to start

solids by four to six months, and in the 1950s solids
were being introduced by two and one-half to three months
(4).

In 1953 Sackett reported infants receiving solid

foods on the second or third day of life with no reported
ill effects (9).

Anderson ( 1977) stated" · . . many

infants currently receive their first solid food within
the first month of life (4, p. 37),"

It was "rated in a

recent review that solids are frequently started during
the first four to six weeks of life (25, p. 2)."

It is

presently an acceptable social norm to introduce solids
in the infant's diet very early in life.
Introduction of Solids To The Infant
The formulation of infant milks (fo rmula s) and
baby foods has served a purpose in allowing
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individualization of the infant diet,

But, the

widespread acceptance of this early introduction as a
convenient and desirable method of feeding for all
infants is being more critically reviewed by health care
professionals and parents alike (17),

Pipes states that

it is
, , , currently recommended that the feeding
of semisolid foods be delayed until the
infant's consumption of food is no longer a
reflexive process and the infant has the fine,
gross, and oral motor skills to appropriately
consume them at approximately four to six
months ( 27, p , 14 7 ) ,
Anderson states
, because an adequate intake of all
essential nutrients can be provided
without beikost [solids], there appears
to be no advantage in introducting such
foods during the first six months of life,
Nevertheless, it is apparent that social
customs at present favor much earlier
introduction of beikost. Many
pediatricians suspect that feeding of
beikost at an early age is looked upon
by parents as a sign of achievement by the
infant,. If there is a major objection
other thati cost to early introduction of
beikost it may be that the practice is
likely to encourage overfeeding and establishment of unsound food habits (13, pp, 408-409),
Anderson continued to support the later introduction of
solids
It would seem the introduction of solid food
might reasonably be deferred until the infant
is able to sit with support, has head and neck
control, and thus may be allowed to communicate
more freely his willingness (or unwillingness)
to accept solid food,
These criteria are usually
met between the ages of 16 and 24 weeks, although
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individual infants vary greatly in their rates
of motor development (4, p. 38).
The general guideline of starting solids during the
infant's fourth to sixth month is well established in the
literature (2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17,

18, 27, 29).

Four to six months is the earliest age

recommended to start solids for the average full term
infant or the very low birth weight infant (12).

At this

age the infant is developing increased nutritional needs,
namely increased calorie and iron requirements (36).

The

recommendation for calories based on intake of healthy,
growing infants is 117 kilocalories per kilogram body
weight from birth to six months, with a gradual decrease
to 108 kilocalories per kilogram body weight by the end
of the first year (36).

The calorie intake per kilogram

body weight will vary according to the infant (36, 37),
The caloric intake per kilogram gradually decreases the
last six months of the infant's first year; but the total
caloric needs increase due to weight gain, increased
activity, and continued growth (20, 21, 36).

Human milk

or formula can continue to provide adequate intake of all
essential nutrients during the infant's first year (12,

13, 18, 29).
An average intake for the six month old infant is
approximately 700 to 960 milliliters of human milk or
formula per day.

This is twenty-three to thirty-two

15
ounces or 460 to 640 kilocalories per day,

Formula or

human milk (with any specific nutrient supplements
recommended by the physician) in increased amounts could
continue to provide all the average fullterm infant's
essential nutrient needs during the first year (13,

18),

Infants consuming cow's milk along with solids may not
meet the recommended dietary allowances (RDA) for iron
and exceed the estimated safe and adequate range for
soduim and potassium (24),
One of the reasons is that human milk or formula
(unless iron-fortified) may not provide the iron needed
by the six month old infant (13, 20, 36).

By six months

the infant has lost the iron stores from birth and there
is a possible reduction in hemoglobin concentration and
resultant anemia (39),

It is at approximately six months

that the infant requires one milligram iron per kilogram
body weight in a well-absorbed form such as ferrous
sulfate,

Ten to fifteen milligrams per day seems to meet

the needs of most infants (39),

Iron supplementation is

important because anemia has been identified as a major
health problem in infancy (36, 39),
Another reason not to continue with human milk
andior formula exclusively for the infant's second six
months is that the infant is developmentally ready to
handle semisolid foods (4,

13, 14, 18, 19, 23, 25, 27,

16
30).

Developmental readiness can be measured by the

infants loss of to ngue

protrusion, ability to swallow

foods, and to sit with support (4, 18, 17).

The infant

who is developmentally ready is usually four to six
months old and may occasionally be older than six months.
Readiness for solids is evident when the infant no
longer "suckles" as during the first three to four
months.

The suckling motion during the first three to

four months is started by lowering the mandible with the
mouth closed and thus creating a negative pressure (18) .
Krieger explains it further
. the tip of the tongue moves forward
and as the mandible is raised, compresses
the nipple. The vigorous up-and-down movement
can be painful and may be perceived as biting.
The liquid is milked out as the curled
tongue draws back and moves the · nipple
compression from the front of the mouth
toward the back ( 18, p. 16 ) .
Suckling begins to change to more mature sucking
when
. . . the mouth is more pursed, and the tongue
moves back and forth, in contrast to the
mandibulor up-and -down movement of suckling,
Backward movement of the tongue creates
smacking noises that the infant makes
spontaneously at about the time sucking is
learned (18, p. 16).
During this time of suckling and early sucking, there is
definite tongue protrusion and the infant is not
de velopmentally ready to receive semisolids from a spoon
( 14, 18, 19),

Krieger states "

. attempts to overcome
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the tongue protrusion [with solids] are equivalent to
force feeding." ( 18, p. 17) .

Many parents and

caretakers interpret this normal tongue protrusion as
actual food rejection by the infant,

They must be

counseled and assured that tongue protrusion is a very
normal physical development,
By four months the infant can open the mouth for a
spoon but actually sucks the food from the spoon rather
than pulling it into the mouth with the lips.
protrusion may still be evident at four months,

Tongue
The

infant is not yet able to independently shift semisolid
f

food around in the mouth and swallow it (18),

At six to

seven months (average) the infant develops the normal
bite, is able to move food in the mouth, and has an
up-and-down chewing movement (18),

This is one sign that

the infant is now developmentally ready for solids.

If

this particular developmental stage is missed and solids
are not introduced when the infant is developing the
chewing and swallowing skill, the skill may not be
acquired until a' much later date (19),

The introduction

of solids will then be much more difficult.
The readiness for solids is also evident when the
infant can sit with minimal support or no support (18),
The ability to sit up develops at approximately six
months for most infants,

Now the infant has more control
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over the head, neck, and body and therefore, more control
over accepting or rejecting foods (4, 18, 29),

The

infant's ability to reject food can be a defense to avoid
overfeeding by the parent or caretaker,

If the infant is

allowed to decide if she/he has had enough food, it is
believed that this encourages the food regulatory
mechanism (appetite) to function properly (27),

Allowing

natural appetite control is important to developing
future food habits and avoidance of obesity in later life
( 18) .
At six months the infant is able to hold foods
with the palmar grasp,

Food is held with the thumb as

one unit and the other four fingers as a unit (18),
is the time to introduce "finger" foods,
ready

This

The infant is

and willing to use her/his hands (7),

Appropriate

finger foods include crackers, hard dry toast, or
teething biscuits.

These foods are easily held with the

palmar grasp, but do not break off in the mouth,

The six

month old infant has not developed sophisticated chewing,
but is able to munch or gum these finger foods,
Introduction to finger foods encourages the infant in
independent feeding,

Beginning of self-feedin 6 is messy

and parents and caretakers need to be prepared with
appropriate bibs and possible floor coverings,

The

self-feeding stage of development is important in
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practicing finger manipulation (7) .

Parents and

caretakers should not discourage the infant during this
developmental stage.
The six month old may begin drinking from a cup
(7),

The first attempts will feature more chokes than

swallows so the parent or caretaker needs to provide
close supervision.

The infant will hold the cup with the

palmar grasp, but is not yet able to drink independently,
At four to six months, the infant needs more iron
and calories than what is provided by the average intake
of 700 to 960 milliliters of human milk or formula.

At

this time, iron-fortified cereal is one of the best foods
to recommend starting in the diet (18, 25, 39),

This

iron-fortified cereal should be continued through 18
months (13, 25),

The iron-fortified cereal can provide

easily absorbed iron.

Its texture is easily tolerated by

the infant who is just learning to chew and swallow.

The

cereal can be prepared in small amounts so the parent or
caretaker will not be tempted to make the infant
over-eat,

The cereal, along with finger foods, at

approximately six months is the start of solids for the
infant.

Introducing cereal into the infant's diet before

four to six months may have little nutritional advantage.
It is unlikely that the young infant can completely
utilize complex carbohydrates, such as those in cereals ,
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for energy production (35),
al, implies that

11

,

The findings by Shulman, et

further investigation is

necessary before the feeding of cereal to young infants
can be recommended generally (35), 11
As the infant matures past six months so does the
chewing and swallowing mechanism, the digestive system,
and the fine and gross motor movements of the hands and
fingers (7, 18),

The munching,changes to chewing and

swallowing (22),

All sieved or pureed foods for the

infant are unnecessary past six months,

Most infants are

able to munch or chew the soft, mashed texture of table
foods or commercial junior foods (7, 19),
At approximately eight to nine months the palmar
grasp matures to the pincer grasp,

The infant is able to

use the thumb and forefinger independently (18),

The

infant at nine months is capable of handling finger foods
rather than grasping them and can pick up bite-sized
pieces of food,

The infant should be allowed to enjoy

her/his foods and to develop self feeding,

This will

enhance the entire feeding atmosphere for the infant and
the parents or caretaker,
The digestive system continues to mature after six
months,

Fat digestion and absorption is deficient in

some fullterm infants before four to six months (13, 18),
Fullterm infants before four to six months may be
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deficient in starch digestion (18).
about one - tenth that of an adult.

At birth amylase is
It is only recently

that starch digestion in the newborn has been questioned
(18, 35),

The four to six month old infant may be

teething and more able to chew foods, which aids in
chewing, swallowing, and digestion.
Development of feeding skills occurs in an orderly
fashion for the average fullterm infant (30).

Feeding

skills progress from the first finger foods at four to
six months to using a spoon and drinking from a cup by
one year (18).

The use of the spoon and cup need

supervison by the parent/caretaker through the second
year (19),

The physical developments will guide what the

infant is able to eat.

Human milk and/or formula, both

with an iron supplement, will provide adequate nutrition
during this time of experimenting and starting solids.
Social customs usually indicate cereals, fruits and
vegetables and meats.

Cereals provide iron and a source

of more carbohydrate.

Fruits and vegetables provide a

source of vitamins and minerals and energy sources, the
meat a source of iron, B - vitamins and protein.

Meat

need not be introduced before nine months ( 18) .

At nine

months the cereals, fruits and vegetables have diluted
the total protein content of the diet, so that another
source of prote in is desirab l e .
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A social custom not always nutritionally sound is
the introduction of regular whole cow's milk before age
one year (25, 31).

Regular cow's milk may cause a

protein allergy (1, 25).

Protein and mineral content of

cow's milk is higher than human milk or formula (18).
Cow's milk protein has 80 percent casein and human milk
40 percent casein.

Casein from the cow's milk could

cause difficulty in digestion (18).

This is due to the

tough curd it can form in the stomach.

The amount of fat

in cow's milk is similiar to breast milk, but the
molecular structure of triglycerides is dissimiliar.
Palm~tic acid is in a different position (18).

Butterfat

from cow's milk may be less well digested by the infant,
but reduced fat content milks are not recommended (13),
Cow's milk is low in iron and vitamin C.

Infants

consuming cow's milk along with solids may not meet the
Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA) for. iron and exceed
the estimated safe and adequate range for sodium and
potassium (24).

See Table 1 for comparisons of cow's

milk and human milk (13),
In August 1983 a new-recommendation from the
,Academy of Pediatrics was published.

The recommendation

was that we need more research into when it is safe to
introduce whole cow's milk into the infant's diet after
six months.

The recommendation states
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Table 1
COMPOSITION OF MATURE HUMAN MILK AND COW MILK

Compositiqn

Human Milk
87, 1
71.0
12,9

Cow Milk

3,8
6.8
0,2

87,2
66.0
12,8
3,5
3,7
4,9
0,7

Proteins (% of total protein)
Casein
Whey prot.eins

40.0
60.0

82,0
18.0

Nonprotein nitrogen (mg/100 ml)
(% of total nitrogen)

32,0
15,0

32,0
6,0

22,0
68,0
100,0
73,0
25,0
48,0
50,0
18.0
70,0

95 .. 0
228.0
350,0
277,0
88,0
172,0
264.0
49,0
245,0

45,0
35,0
116. 0
22,0
230,0

129,0
75,0
166.0
32,0
680,0
11. 0
250,0
160,0
179,0

Water (ml/100 ml)
Energy (kcal/100 ml)
Total Solids (gm/100 ml)
Protein (gm/100 ml)
Fat (gm/100 ml)
Lactose (gm/100 ml)
Ash (gm/100 ml)

Amino Acids (mg/100 ml)
Essential
Histidine
Isoleucine
Leucine
Lysine
Methionine
Phenylalanine
Threonine
Tryptophan
Valine
Nonessential
Arginine
Alanine
Aspartic acid
Cystine
Glutamic acid
Glycine
Proline
Serine
Tyrosine

1, 1

o.o

80,0
69,0
61. 0
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Composition
Major minerals per liter
Calcium (mg)
Phosphorus (mg)
Sodium (meq)
Potassium (meq)
Chloride (meq)
Magnesium (mg)
Sulfur (mg)
Trace minerals per liter
Chromium (µg)
Manganese (µg)
Copper (µg)
Zinc (mg)
Iodine (µg)
Selenium (,ug)
Iron (mg)
Vitamins per liter
Vitamin A (I.U.)
Thiamin (µg)
Riboflavin (µg)
Niacin (pg)
Pyridoxine (µg)
Pantothenate (mg)
Folacin (µg)
B12 (pg)
Vitamin C (mg)
'Vitamin D (I.U,)
Vitamin E (ing)
Vitamin K (µg)

Human Milk.

Cow Milk

340.0
140.0
7.0
13,0

1170,0
920,0
22.0
35,0
29,0
120.0
300,0

11. 0

40.0
140,0

7,0-15,0
400,0
3,0-5,0
30,0
13,0-50,0
0,5

8.0-13,0
20.0-40.0
300.0
3,0-5,01
47,0
5,0-50,0

1898,0
160,0
360,0
1470,0
100,0
1, 8

52,0
0,3
43,0
22.0
1.8

15,0

1Range
10 to 200 )lg/liter.
Average value for winter milk;

value
for summer milk, 1690 I.U./liter
3 As marketed; value for fresh cow milk
21 mg/liter
4 Average value for winter milk; value
for summer milk, 33 I.U.
(13, nn. 362-3631

Q.5

1025,0 2
440,0
1750,0
940,0
640.0
3,5
55,0
4.03
11 • 0

14.0 4
0.4
60.0
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If breastfeeding has been completely discontinued and infants are consuming onethird of their calories as supplemental
foods consisting of a balanced mixture of
cereal, vegetables, fruits, and other foods
(thereby assuring adequate sources of both
iron and vitamin C), whole cow's milk may
be introduced (3, pp. 253-255).
It is unnecessary to have such a wide array of
foods in the infant's diet just past six months.

The

infant will grow and develop well with human milk and/or
formula and an iron source such as iron-fortified cereal
or formula.

It is more crucial to the infant's future

eating habits to have a relaxed approach to introduction
of solids (23).

It is very tempting for parents and

caretakers to overfeed a baby when solids are introduced
early or when it is felt that "a lot" of solids are
necessary (4, 17, 26).
A social custom that is nutritionally unsound is
to introduce solids so the infant will sleep longer at
night.

The research available on this topic indicates

that sleeping patterns are a variation of the individual
infant (6,

15, 38).

Breast or bottle feeding will

provide the same nutrients as solid feeding before
bed time ( 6, 15).

The manufacturers of baby foods appeal

to the parents and professionals (4, 23).and may suggest
that their product will help the infant sleep through the
night.
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The early introduction of solids should be avoided
to decrease the infants susceptibility to allergies (25) ,
The most common food allergy is related to cow's milk
(17),

It may also be advantageous to use the least

allergenic foods for at least the infant's first six
months and especially for the infant with a family
history of allergies (13),

When solids are started in

the diet, each new food should be spaced at three to five
days apart (4, 8, 20, 25, 27),
Conclusion
"The American preoccupation with early feeding of
solid foods is an interesting cultural phenomenon (4, p.

37),"

This statement suggests that presenting the facts

on infant nutrition and when to introduce solids is just
a start in promoting optimum nutrition for our infants.
The literature overwhelmingly supports the practice of
delaying the introduction of solids until at least four
to six months.

The reasons to avoid the early

introduction of solids are to avoid potential underfeeding
of human milk (29), potential food allergies, and
overfeeding of calories.

Conclusions drawn from the

literature review support the concepts that no useful
nutritional purpose is served in the introduction of
solids prior to four
fullterm infant

to six months for the average
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Audio Visual Review
A 35 mm slide/cassette tape program presentation
lends itself to a variety of instructional settings (35).
Its operational simplicity is an asset to the presentor
of the program.

There are many guidelines in producing a

slide program
1.

Avoid the inclusion of too many concepts.

2.

Avoid lengthy introductions.

3, Set the stage at the beginning to let students
know what it's about,
4.
unknown,

Begin with the known and progress to the

5,

Weave the theme throughout the program.

6.

Reinforce or summarize thoroughly.

7, Whenever possible, employ comparisons with the
present to make the information more meaningful.
8,
Encourage student participation and
involvement.
9,
10,

Don't use too much detail in the visual,
Use charts and graphs sparingly,

11.
visuals,

Use a variation of types of "shots" on the

12,
possible.

Keep the narrative as conversational as

13,

Use short, cl.ear sentences (33, p. 38).

When a slide/tape program is used, the audience
should be prepared for the program.

It is best to tell

the audience about the topic and how it relates to them
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(34).

Inform the audience of the major objectives of the

program because it will help them focus in on the most
relevant aspects of the program,

The presentator of the

program
should provide for discussion of the topic after
.
~

I

the audience views the slide program (28).

Discussion

relating to the topic needs to have been formulated
before the showing.

Responses to the questions will help

the presenter evaluate how well the topic was received
and understood by the audience.

Audio visuals have a

learning impact (28)and the value of a slide/tape show as
an educational and creative tool should not be
underestimated (34);
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CHAPTER III
INTEGRATIVE SUMMARY
Project Development and Evaluation
In the developmental project the literature review
was used as the basis for the concepts presented in the
slide program.

The narrative to the slide program was

written from the review of literature and was written
several times before being finalized.

The organization

of the concepts to be presented in the slide program was
a difficult task.

The first narrative and proposed

slides were reviewed with Ms. Pat Page, the South Dakota
State University Cooperative Extension Nutrition
Specialist.

She assisted in the organization of the

concepts and provided the stimulus to answer questions
about what was being presented.

This first draft was

also reviewed with Kathy Smith, a parent educator from
the Brookings Childbirth Education Association, and
Joanie Holm, RN, a pediatric nurse practioner.

Ms . Smith

pointed out words and concepts that needed modification
when talking to parents.

Ms. Holm assisted with ideas

from the health professional viewpoint.

As a new parent

she also assisted with the parental viewpoint, being
faced with the same feeding questions,

Ms. Smith and
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Ms. Holm agreed with Ms, Page that the concepts were
unorganized,

But, they also brought up many questions

and ideas that would make the narrative too long if all
the questions and answers were in the narrative.
It was after these first reviews that I felt it
would be necessary to include "further information" on
the written narrative,

This would allow any presentator

to have information available to answer questions and to
help stimulate discussion with the intended audience,
From these first reviews the narrative was written
a second time and given to each graduate committee member
to review.

An appointment was set with each.member to

review the narrati"ve and the proposed slide pictures,
The committee members verbally evaluated the slide
program

content as

good, but the organization of the

concepts needed more developing,
written comments on the narrative,

Each member also made
At this time

personnel from the Women, Infant, Children (WIG) Program
from Pierre and Aberdeen reviewed the narrative,

They

were supportive of this type of audio-visual for use in
their program.

They approved the format and the concepts

presented, but felt the presentation was confusing,
During this time it was decided to use a WIG hand-out on
solids as a part of the slide program in the form of a
take-home brochure (Appendix A), The WIG Hand-out
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provides specific information on serving sizes of solid
foods for the infant,

This information is not provided

in the slide program, but would be of benefit to many who
would view the program.

The WIC brochure would be a

reinforcement of the information presented in the slide
program.

It could be used as a daily guideline for

infant feeding.
After the first narrative reviews, the slide
narrative was put on individual pieces of paper,
re-arranged, and parts re-written,

The narrative was

re-arranged starting with baby's birth up to one year.
The natural age progression was used along with the
nutritional and developmental guidelines.

More in-depth

information was listed on the right hand side of the
narrative -- to be used by anyone presenting the slide
program.
This draft was reviewed by Dr. Shewmake and Ms,
Page,

The organization of the concepts was now improved,

It was then decided to use the expertise of an editor to
assist with the wording of the narrative.

Ms, Mary

Brashier took the narrative and assisted in making it
more conversationil and e2sier to read and listen to,
The next step was production of appropriate slides
to the concepts presented.in the narrative.

Some slides

were used that had been taken of my own children,

These
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slides, ideas from the Instructional Media Department at
South Dakota State University, and home pictures of
infants were compared to the narrative,

The

Instructional Media Department at South Dakota State
University provided assistance with the slides and
development of the graphics,

It was decided to use

actual photographs as much as possible,

The graphics

were discussed with the artist from Instructional Media
and then developed into slides,

It was at this point

that the accompanying cassette tape was developed,
With the tentative slides and cassette tape the
slide program was presented to several groups for
evaluation.

These groups included the staff from the

Nutrition and Food Science Department, the Director from
the Brookings American Dairy Association, personnel from
the WIC program in Pierre, and the nursing staff at the
Brookings Clinic,

The evaluations were written and oral

using the evaluation form in Appendix B,

These groups

evaluated the information and concepts presented as good
to excellent.

The written results

evaluations are in Appendix C,

of these first

The voice of the narrator

was evaluated as good to excellent.

The areas rated fair

were that some slides did not convey the message in the
narrative and some slides were not properly exposed,
Some evaluators felt more ethnic groups should be
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portrayed in the slides.

Others felt this may or may not

be important to the overall concepts presented.

It was

decided that if a presenter would like another ethnic
group portrayed

slides could be taken by that

presenter and used to replace some of the slides in the
program,

From these evaluations, more slides were taken

with assistance from the South Dakota State University
Instructional Media Department and incorporated into the
program to replace those that were poorly evaluated,
After the first evaluations and subsequent
re-development of some parts of the slide program, the
slide program was presented to other groups for
evaluation,

The groups were the Maternal and Child

Nutrition class at South Dakota State University,
instructors from the Child Development and Family
Relations Department at South Dakota State University,
the Women, Infant Children (WIC) participants and program
staff for Brookings, South Dakota, the Human Nutrition
class at South Dakota State University, Extension Club in
Brookings County, and a physician's assistant at the
Brookings Clinic,

The results of these evaluations and

comments from the groups are in Appendix D, E, F, G, H,
I, and J,

The results of these evaluations indicated the

slide program at a four to five (good to excellent) and
that the slide program was acceptable to a wide range of
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audiences,

At this point the slide program was put into

final format.

The slide program narrative (Appendix L)

and the brochure (Appendix M) explaining the program were
printed.

The slide program was completed and ready for

use.

Summary
The development of the slide program "When Should
Baby Start Solids" has met the goals for which it was
intended.

I have learned more in the field of infant

nutritional needs and the relationship of those needs to
the infant's physical development.

The role that food

can play in the social and emotional development of the
infant has become more apparent to me.

In developing

this audiovisual, a deep appreciation has emerged for
those who do develop such programs.

Developing the

concepts to be presented and making the audiovisual
interesting and well-accepted is a challenge,

Why there

are so few audiovisuals available in the field of infant
nutrition and why audiovisuals can be costly to produce
has become increasingly more apparent to me.
This developmental project has allowed me to give
something to my professional community that can have some
impact in the field of infant nutrition.

The slide

program ''When Sould Baby Start Solids" is a tool to be
used by those in the field of infant nutrition and/or
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parent education,

It is a way that parents can be helped

with the feeding questions they have during their baby's
first year,

It is a way to help the new baby receive

optimum nutrition and to assist with future eating
habits, at a time when the baby has no control over the
food environment,
Recommendations
Although the research project is completed, there
are areas within the project that could be further
developed.

Another narrative could be developed to be

more appropriate for professional groups.

Further

recommendations for the project includes marketing the
program to provide the infant nutrition knowledge to the
targeted group,

A procedure for introducing other ethnic

groups into the visuals could also be developed,
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Suggested Sequence for Introducing Solid Foods
The proper time fer introducing solid foods depends on a baby's readiness for solids. Before your baby can swallow and digest
solid foods, she/he must develop physically. Most babies younger than 4-6 months receive all the nutrients they need from
breastmilk or formula. It is recommended that solid foods be withheld until the babv is 6 months old.

Moath

Formula
06-7 feeding,
•2-4 oz. each

Brwaatmilk
6-8 f,ed;ng>
or

1

or on demand

2

6-8 f,ed;ng>
or on demand

or

3

S-6 f or on demand

or

4

S-6feedings
or on demand

or

5

4-5 feedings
or on demand

or

6

4-5feedings
or on demand

7

4-5feedings
or on demand

•Minimum of
14 oz. daily

06-7 feedings
e4-6oz.each
•Minimum of
23 oz. daily
•5-6 feeding.!
94-7 oz. each
•Minimum of
25 oz. daily
•S feedings
e6-7 oz. each
•Minimum of
Tl oz. daily
'4-5 feeding,
96-Soz.each
•Minimum of
'Z7 oz. daily
'4-5
- each
e6-8oz.

0r

•Minimum of
30 oz. daily

'4-5 f,ed;ng>
96-8 oz. each
0r

•Minimum of
30 oz. daily

SolldFooda

•

None

•

None

•

None

•

•Infant cereal (ii advi5ed by Dr.): l tsp.

•

•Infant cereal [d adwed by Dr.): 1 tsp.
•fnfant cereal: 2-4 T. daily

•
•

•3-4 feedings
8

3-4feedings
ot' on demand

or

96-Soz.each
•About 30 oz.
daily

9

3-4 feedings
oron demand

10

3-4 feeding,
or on demand

11·
12

3-4 feedings
or on· demand

0r

•3-4 feedings
e.&8 oz. each
eMaximum 30 oz.
"daily

0r

0r

•less than
30 oz. from
cup or botde
daily
•less than
30 oz. from
cup er bottle
daily

•
•
•
•

•Strained frwts/vegetables: 2-4 T. twice daily
9'1'uice from cup: 2-3 oz. dai1y
•Infant cereal: 2-4 T. daily
•Strained fruits/vegetables: 2-4 T. twice daily
-Strained/pureed meats: 1·2 T. twice daily
•Juice from cup: 2·3 oz. daily
•fnfant cereal: 2-4 T. daily
•Finely chopped fruits/vegetables: 2-4 T. twice daily
•Finely chopped meats/cheese: 1-2 T. twice 'daily
eJuic:e from cup: 2-3 oz. daily
•Infant cereal: 2-4 T. daily
•Finely chopped fruits/vegetables: 2-4 T. twice daily
•Finely chopped meats/cheese: 1-2 T. twice daily
•Juice from cup: 2·3 oz. daily
•Egg Yolk/finger food: 1-2 T. daily
efnfant cereal: 2-5 T. daily
' •Finely chopped fruits/vegetables: 4 T. twice daily
•Finely chopped meats/cheese: 2 T. twice daily
-.Juice from cup: 2-3 oz. daily
•Egg Yolk/finger food: 1·2 T. daily
•Infant cereal: 2-5 T. daily
-Chopped fruits/vegetables (table food): 4 T. twice daily
-Chopped meats/cheese (table food): 2 T. twice daily
•Juice from cup: 2-3 oz. daily
•Egg Yolk/finger food: 1·2 T. daily

CONGBA TULA TIONS!
At 13 months, your infant is a child.
You may add whole milk and whole eggs.

APPENDIX B
An Evaluation Checklist for Slide/Tape Presentation
"When Should Baby Start Solids?"
General:
1.

Excellent

Poor

Is the subject appropriate for
a slide/tape presentation?

1

2

3

4

5

2.

Are the objectives clear?

1

2

3

4

5

3,

Are the objectives met?

1

2

3

4

5

4.

Is the audience identified?

1

2

3

4

5

5

Is the program appropriate
for the audience?

1

2

3

4

5

6.

Is the script clear and concise?

1

2

3

4

5

7,

Is the subject present in an
interesting manner?

1

2

3

4

5

Are the sound track and visuals
complimentary?

1

2

3

4

5

Will the program hold the
intended audience's attention?

1

2

3

4

5

Is the subject matter presented
in understandable terms?

1

2

3

4

5

Overall rating:

1

2

3

4

5

Is the basic message conveyed
by the visuals?

1

2

3

4

5

Do the visuals convey the
idea intended?

1

2

3

4

5

8.
9,
10
11 .

Visuals:
1,
2,
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Excellent

Poor

3,
4.
5,

Is there visual continuity
th~oughout the presentation?

1

2

3

4

5

Are the titles easy to read
and pleasing to the eye?

1

2

3

4

5

Do the visuals contain extraneous
or misleading materials?
1

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

Visuals -- Technical Evaluation:
1.

Are slides masked as needed?

2.

Are slides properly exposed?

3,

Has the image placement of the
screen been planned?

1

2

3

4

5

Does the "depth of field"
compliment the subject
(if applicable)?

1

2

3

4

5

Is the primary subject in
sharp focus?

1

2

3

4

5

Is the composition pleasing?

1

2

3

4

5

4.

5.

6.

1

Sound Track:
1.

Is the narration clear?

1

2

3

4

5

2.

Is the amount of narration
correct, too much, boring, etc.?

1

2

3

4

5

Comments:
Please discuss briefly your comments and reaction to the
slide presentat ion. Is this slide se ries s ometh ing you
can use? If so, how wou ld you use it?

APPENDIX C
An Evaluation Checklist for Slide/Tape Presentation
from Instructors in Nutrition and Food Science
at South Dakota State University and
Director from South Dakota Dairy Association
(Five Evaluations)
General:

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5
(Total Responses)
1.

Is the subject appropriate for
a slide/tape presentation?

0

0

0

1

4

2.

Are the objectives clear?

0

0

0

3

2

3,

Are the objectives met?

0

0

0

4

1

4.

Is the audience identified?

0

0

2

1

2

5

Is the program appropriate
for the audience?

0

1

0

3

1

6.

Is the script clear and concise?

0

0

1

3

1

7,

Is the subject present in an
interesting manner?

0

0

0

4

0

Are the sound track and visuals
complimentary?

0

0

3

1

1

Will the program hold the
intended audience's attention?

0

0

0

3

2

Is the subject matter presented
in understandable terms?

0

0

0

1

4

Overall rating:

0

0

0

3

1

8.
9,
10.
11.
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Excellent

Poor

1 2
3 4 5
(Total Responses)

Visuals:
Is the basic message conveyed
by the visuals?

0

0

Do the visuals convey the
idea intended?

0

0

3,

Is there visual continuity
throughout the presentation?

0

0

4,

Are the titles easy to read
and pleasing to the eye?

O

O

Do the visuals contain extraneous
or misleading materials?
O

1.

2.

5,

4

0

5

0

4

0

1

3

1

O

2

3

0

O

2

3

0

1

3

O

0

Visuals -- Technical Evaluation:
1.

Are slides masked as needed?

O

2.

Are slides properly exposed?

0

3,

Has the image placement of the
screen been planned?

0

1

0

4

0

Does the "depth of field"
compliment the subject .
(if applicable)?

0

1

1

3

0

Is the primary subject in
sharp focus?

0

2

1

2

0

Is the composition pleasing?

O

1

1

3

0

1

4.

5,

6.

Sound Track:
1.

Is the narration clear?

0

0

0

4

2,

Is the amount of narration
correct, too much, boring, etc,?

0

0

0

4

46

Comments:
Please discuss briefly your comments and reaction to the
slide presentation, Is this slide series something you
can use? If so, how would you use it?
1, Yes, I feel we could use something such as this with
our clientele. Program could be more in depth for
professionals,
2, Some slides missing and some with cluttered
background., Many slides seemed slightly unclear, Needs
more work-ethnic mix of children, vary graphics with
slides, finish slides. Question need for numbers in
lists on slides and/or narrative-some visuals and
narrative don't match either.

3, Several slides need to be much better quality,
Exposure incorrect on several, Flash/bounce lighting
would be much better with those that appear to be using
natural/available light (yellowish in color), Some not
sharply focused,
4. Excellent format, with a bit of refining it will be a
useful tool for parents and profissionals, Too much
naration at times, Some slides are a bit
blurry-difficult to see the "grasp" on one slide,

APPENDIX D
An Evaluation Checklist for Slide/Tape Presentation
from Maternal and Child Nutrition Class
South Dakota State University
(Thirteen Evaluations)
General:

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5
(Total Responses)
1.

Is the subject appropriate for
a slide/tape presentation?

0

0

0

12

2.

Are the objectives clear?

0

O

O

3 10

3,

Are the objectives met?

0

0

O

3 10

4.

Is the audience identified?

0

1

2

3

7

5

Is the program appropriate
for the audience?

0

0

0

7

6

6.

Is the script clear and concise?

0

0

2

5

6

7,

Is the subject present in an
interesting manner?

0

1

0

3

9

8.

Are the sound track and visuals
complimentary?

0

0

7

4

9,

Will the program hold the
intended audience's attention?

0

O

1

3

9

10 .

Is the subject matter presented
in understandable terms?

0

0

0

1 12

11,

Overall rating:

0

0

5

7
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Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5
(Total Responses)

Visuals :
1.

Is the basic message conveyed
by the visuals?

O O

1

4

Do the visuals convey the
idea intended?

0

0

1

2 10

3,

Is there visual continuity
throughout the presentation?

0

0

0

5

5

4.

Are the titles easy to read
and pleasing to the eye?

0

0

4

8

Do the visuals contain extraneous
or misleading materials?
0

0

0

7

6

2.

5,

7

Visuals -- Technical Evaluation:
1.

Are slides masked as needed?

0

0

0

5

8

2.

Are slides properly exposed?

0

0

0

8

5

3,

Has the image placement of the
screen been planned?

0

0

O

6

6

4.

Does the "depth of field"
compliment the subject
(if applicable)?

0

0

5

7

5,

Is the primary subject in
sharp focus?

0

0

0

5

8

6.

Is the composition pleasing?

0

0

1

2 10

Sound Track:
1.

Is the narration clear?

0

0

2

1

1

2.

Is the amount of narration
co rrect, too much , boring, etc.?

0

0

0

3

0

49

Comments:
Please discuss briefly your comments and reaction to the
slide presentation. Is this slide series something you
can use? If so, how would you use it?
1,

Very good,

2. I do not feel I had time to really get to know the
slide, It went too fast for note taking. It seemed
quite informative however. At times I felt the narration
was too cute. It might appeal to parents, I don't know,
but I felt uncomfortable. I liked the fact that there
were not a lot of charts and statistics, Main points
were nicely highlighted.

3, The narrator sounded nervous and wasn't very smooth.
Said "Baby" too much,
4. The word "Baby" seemed to be overused to me. The
narrative was slightly jumpy at first, but got better as
time went on. I liked the use of the bibs for the
background for words, The pictures were cute and good.
5, Very appropriate for parents-answers frequently
asked questions. Rate of information is slow enough to
remember,
6. It was very interesting and understandable although
the narrative could have flowed better. Could be used
for a variety of groups.
7, At times the script jumped from age group to age
group. Voice isn't smooth and relaxed, Slides are cute
and appropriate for most of the sound, Slides with lots
of information to read are changed to quickly,

8. Audience not really identified, I can see how the
many different audiences would benefit, Sound track and
visuals not always together and too fast.
Slides easy to
see. Slides not cluttered,
9, A littla too fast for complete comprehension
especially to uneducated people. Summarize more
frequently,
Too fast-not time to digest what is being
said, Slides very good-natural touch,
10, Good job, looks great! Could see lots of places to
use the slide set. The list (of facts) sometimes go by
very quickly.

APPENDIX E
An Evaluation Checklist for Slide/Tape Presentation
from Instructors in Child Development/
Family Relations at South Dakota
State Univerisity
(Two Evaluations )
General:

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5
(Total Responses)
1.

Is the subject appropriate for
a slide/tape presentation?

0

0

0

0

2.

Are the objectives clear?

0

0

0

O 2

3,

Are the objectives met?

0

0

0

0

4.

Is the audience identified?

0

0

O O 2

5

Is the program appropriate
for the audience?

O O O O

2

6.

Is the script clear and concise?

0

0

0

1

1

7,

Is the subject present in an
interesting manner ?

0

0

0

1

1

Are the sound track and visuals
complimentary?

0

0

0

2

0

Will the program hold the
intended audience's attention?

0

0

0

0

2

Is the subject matter presented
in understandable terms?

0

0

0

0

2

Overall rating:

0

0

0

0

2

8.
9,

10.
11.

2

2
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Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5
(Total Responses)

Visuals:
1.

Is the basic message conveyed
by the visuals?

0

0

0

1

1

2.

Do the visuals convey the
idea intended?

0

0

0

2

0

3,

Is there visual continuity
throughout the presentation?

0

0

0

2

0

4.

Are the titles easy to read
and pleasing to the eye?

0

0

0

0

2

Do the visuals contain extraneous
0
or misleading materials?

0

0

5.

1

Visuals -- Technical Evaluation:
1.

Are slides masked as needed?

0

0

0

1

1

2.

Are slides properly exposed?

0

0

0

2

0

3.

Has the image placement of the
screen been planned?

0

0

0

1

4.

Does the "depth of field"
compliment the subject
(if applicable)?

0

0

0

0

0

5.

Is the primary subject in
sharp focus?

0

0

0

2

0

6.

Is the composition pleasing?

0

0

0

0

2

Sound Track:
1.

Is the narration clear?

0

0

0

0

2

2.

Is the amount of narration
correct, too much, boring, etc.?

0

0

0

0

2

52

Comments:
Please discuss briefly your comments and reacti o n t o th e
slide presentation. Is this slide series something you
can use? If so, how would you use it?
1. Presents important information in an interesting
format,
The quality is above average . Some graphics
were misleading.
There is a lack of slides of mothers
feeding solids to child, The importance of the
relationship between mother and child could be emphasized
more strongly,
I have infrequent opportunities to use
this material due to my emphasis in early childhood
(preschool) education, but I would use it if the
occassion would arise such as at a parent meeting.
2.
The flexibility for use of the presentati o n appears
to have been well planned. The possible adaptations for
different audiences makes the slide tape presentation
useful. Possibilities for use: CDFR-211 (Toddlerhood).
Also possible use for Parent Education class as an
example of information available to parents or
professionals working with parents.

APPENDIX F
An Evaluation Checklist for Slide/Tape Presentation
from WIC Staff, Brookings, South Dakota
(Three Evaluations)
General:

Excellent

Poor
1

2

3

4

5

(Total Responses)
1.

Is the subject appropriate for
a slide/tape presentation?

0

0

2.

Are the objectives clear?

0

0

3,

1

1

2

1

Are the objectives met?

O O O 2

1

4.

Is the audience identified?

0

0

0

2

1

5

Is the program appropriate
for the audience?

0

0

0

2

1

6.

Is the script clear and concise?

0

0

0

2

1

7,

Is the subject present in an
interesting manner?

0

0

0

2

0

Are the sound track and visuals
complimentary?

0

0

1

1

Will the program hold the
intended audience's attention?

O O

3

0

Is the subject matter presented
in understandable terms?

0

0

1

Overall rating:

0

0

0

8.
9,

10.
11.

0

O
0

2

1
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Poor

Excellent

1 2 3 4 5
(Total Responses)
Visuals:
Is the basic message conveyed
by the visuals?

O

O

1

2

Q

Do the visuals convey the
idea intended?

O

O

1

2

O

3,

Is there visual continuity
throughout. the presentation?

0

0

1

1

0

4.

Are the titles easy to read
and pleasing to the eye?

0

0

0

2

1

Do the visuals contain extraneous
or misleading materials?
O

O

O

2

1

1.

2.

5,

Visuals -- Technical Evaluation:
1.

Are slides masked as needed?

0

0

0

1

1.

2,

Are slides properly exposed?

0

1

0

1

1

3,

Has the image placement of the
screen been planned?

0

0

1

1

1

4.

Does the "depth of field"
compliment the subject
(if applicable)?

0

0

2

0

5,

Is the primary subject in
sharp focus?

0

0

2

0

1

6,

Is the composition pleasing?

0

0

2

1

0

Sound Track:
1,

Is the narration clear?

0

0

0

2

2,

Is the amount of narration
correct, too much, boring, etc,?

0

0

2

1

0

55

Comments:
Please discuss briefly your comments and reaction to the
slide presentation. Is this slide series something you
can use? If so, how would you use it?
1. Entire program is very good and informative.
However, some of the information may be "nice to know,"
but not really a "need to know" for the WIC client.
Presentation may be a little too long for the WIC
setting.
2.

Some of the slides are a little dark.

3, Some of the participants were fidgety. They do
better with very short presentations. Otherwise very
good material.

APPENDIX G
An Evaluation Checklist for Slide/Tape Presentation
from WIC Participants, Brookings, South Dakota
(Five Evaluations)
General:

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5
(Total Responses)
1.

Is the subject appropriate for
a slide/tape presentation?

0

0

0

1

4

2.

Are the objectives clear?

0

0

0

2

3

3.

Are the objectives met?

0

0

0

1

4

4.

Is the audience identified?

0

0

1

4

0

5

Is the program appropriate
for the audience?

0

0

1

6.

Is the script clear and concise?

0

0

0

2

3

7.

Is the subject present in an
interesting manner?

0

0

2

0

3

8.

Are the sound track and visuals
complimentary?

0

0

0

1

4

9.

Will the program hold the
intended audience's attention?

0

0

1

2

2

Is the subject matter presented
in understandable terms?

0

0

0

3

2

Overall rating:

0

0

0

1

4

10.
11 •

3
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Poor

Excellent

1 2 3 4 5
(Total Responses)

Visuals:
1•

2.

3,

4.
5.

Is the basic message conveyed
by the visuals?

0

0

0

2

3

Do the visuals convey the
idea intended?

0

0

0

1

4

Is there visual continuity
throughout the presentation?

0

0

0

1

3

Are the titles easy to read
and pleasing to the eye?

0

0

0

2

3

Do the visuals contain extraneous
or misleading materials?
0

0

0

3

2

Visuals -- Technical Evaluation:
1.

Are slides masked as needed?

0

0

2

0

3

2.

Are slides properly exposed?

0

0

1

1

3

3.

Has the image placement of the
screen been planned?

0

0

2

2

Does the "depth of field"
compliment the subject
(if applicable)?

0

0

0

2

2

Is the primary subject in
sharp focus?

0

0

0

1

3

Is the composition pleasing?

0

0

0

2

2

0

3

1

3

4.

5 ..

6.

Sound Track :
1.

Is the narration clear?

0

0

2.

Is the amount of narration
correct, too much, boring, etc.?

0

0

0

58

Comments:
Please dis c uss briefly your c omments and react io n to the
slide presentation. Is this slide series somet h in g you
can use? If so, how would you use it?
1. Good coverage of subject - should leave few
questions in mind of audience.
2. I came in after slides started but very much enjoyed
what I saw .

APPENDIX H
An Evaluation Checklist for Slide/Tape Presentation
from Human Nutrition Class
South Dakota State University
(Forty-Nine Evaluations)
General:

Poor

Excellent

1 2 3 4 5
(Total Responses)
Is the subject appropriate for
a slide/tape presentation?

0

0

2 11 35

2.

Are the objectives clear?

0

0

2 17 30

3.

Are the objectives met?

0

0

2 19 28

4.

Is the audience identified?

0

1

9 25 13

5

Is the program appropriate
for the audience?

0

0

3 19 27

6.

Is the script clear and concise?

0

0

2 12 35

7,

Is the subject present in an
interesting manner?

0

0 10 19 20

Are the sound track and visuals
complimentary?

0

0

5 19 25

Will the program hold the
intended audience's attention?

0

0

4 26 19

Is the subject matter presented
in understandable terms?

0

0

3 19 33

Overall rating:

0

0

1 24 24

1.

8.
9,
10.
11.
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Poor

Excellent

1 2 3 4 5
(Total Responses)
Visuals:
1.

Is the basic message conveyed
by the visuals?

O O 5 20 24

Do the visuals convey the
idea intended?

0

O

3 24 22

3,

Is there visual continuity
throughout the presentation?

0

0

0 11 23

4.

Are the titles easy to read
and pleasing to the eye?

0

1

3 22 23

Do the visuals contain extraneous
or misleading materials?
3

4

0 15 25

5 17 26

2.

5.

Visuals -- Technical Evaluation:
1.

Are slides masked as needed?

0

O

2.

Are slides properly exposed?

0

1 , 3 18 26

3,

Has the image placement of the
screen been planned?

1

1

3 20 23

Does the "depth of field"
compliment the subject
(if applicable)?

O

O

5

5,

Is the primary subject in
sharp focus?

0

0

6 16 27

6.

Is the composition pleasing?

0

O

4 18 26

4.

18 20

Sound Track:
1.

Is the narration clear?

0

0

4 13 28

2.

Is the amount of narration
correct, too much, boring, etc.?

0

0

4 23 15
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Comments :
Please discuss briefly your comments and reaction to the
slide presentation . Is this sli de series something you
can use? If so , how would you use it?
1 , I thought it was a good s l ide and wou l d be exce l lent
to show to new moms, too ,
2 . I thought the slide show was very good, and listed
many important thi n gs in infant nutrition . It was easy
to understand and would be good to use fo r mother's after
havi ng a baby .

3,

Didn't inc l ude other family members much ,

4. There is a lot of info r mation, but good over- view of
needs and wa rnings of inlaws, etc, Good presentation .
5, This slide presentation was interesting and
informative . I learned much about the ages at which to
begin solid foods, what kinds of foods to feed, and how
much,

6. Very good information - would be better if it were
mov ing pictu r es (more interesting) ,
7,

I thought it was interesting,

8. I didn't kno w it was important to give finger foods
at six months , I think it was very appropriate for this
c l ass.
9 , The slide series is good, It would be an especially
good presentation for a class for expectant mothers and
fathers,
10 . It was ve r y informative - important to know about
baby nutrition.
11 , The slides will be very helpful when feeding your
own infant.
12 . Yes, I think the film was interesting, easy enough
to understand , as it did not present too much info that
could be confusing . I would use the film .
13,
This was a very good slide.
information that I could use,

It contained valuable
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14. Good slide presentation. Could have done without
saying "baby" as much. Maybe a fictitious name would ' ve
made it a little more personal?
15. I found it very informative, I've never really known
when to start the proper feeding of infants.
16. The slide series was ve ry beneficial and very
interesting. It may go a little fast for the amount of
material that is covered .
17 . I thought it contained very useful, basic, necessary
info, The info was put across very well. It was
interesting and even amusing. I would use it in
nutrition as well as prenatal teaching, especially in the
last trimester.
18. A very good presentation .
for new mothers.
19.

Could be used in a class

Easy to understand, very good for new parents.

20 , For someone that just had a baby and doesn't know
the basics this would be very informative for them,
21, I think this slide was a good slide presentation for
this Human Nutrition class because it gave information in
an easy to understand form.
22 . It was interesting and easy to listen to. This is
knowledge that is nice to know for me. This information
may be very helpful when I get into OB next spring .
23,

Very good , clear and concise .

24, I could use the information presented in slide
series as part of patient - client teaching in my future
nursing career.
25, The quiz before and after is a good idea, it gives
you something particular to watch for .

APPENDIX I
An Evaluation Checklist for Slide/Tape Presentation
from Extension Club
Brookings, South Dakota
(Six Evaluations)
General:

Poor

Excellent

1 2 3 4 5
(Total Responses)

Is the subject appropriate for
a slide/tape presentation?

0

0

0

2

4

2,

Are the objectives clear?

0

0

1

4

1

3,

Are the objectives met?

0

0

0

4

2

4.

Is the audience identified?

0

0

2

3

1

5

Is the program appropriate
for the audience?

0

0

1

4

1

6.

Is the script clear and concise?

0

0

0

3

3

7,

Is the subject present in an
interesting manner?

0

0

0

3

3

Are the sound track and visuals
complimentary?

0

0

1

2

0

Will the program hold the
intended audience's attention?

0

0

0

2

3

Is the subject matter presented
in understandable terms?

0

0

1

1

3

Overall rating:

0

0

0

2

3

1,

8,

9,
10,

11,
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Poor

Excellent

1 2 3 4 5
(Total Responses)

Visuals:
1•

2.

3,
4.
5.

Is the basic message conveyed
by the visuals?

0

0

Do the visuals convey the
idea intended?

0

0

Is there visual continuity
throughout the presentation?

0

0

Are the titles easy to read
and pleasing to the eye?

0

Do the visuals contain extraneous
or misleading materials?
0

4

2

2

3

1

1

0

2

3

0

3

0

0

Visuals -- Technical Evaluation:

,.

Are slides masked as needed?

0

0

0

5

1

2.

Are slides properly exposed?

0

0

0

3

3

3,

Has the image placement of the
screen been planned?

0

0

0

4

Does the "depth of field"
compliment the subject
(if applicable)?

0

0

1

4

Is the primary subject in
sharp focus?

0

0

0

4

2

Is the composition pleasing?

0

0

0

4

2

4.

5.

6.

Sound Track:
1•

Is the narration clear?

2.

Is the amount of narration
correct, too much, boring, etc.?
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Comments:
Please discuss briefly your comments and reaction to the
slide presentation. Is this slide series something you
can use? If so, how would you use it?
1,
I feel any new mother will find this film very
useful and maybe make their time with the first born a
more joyful time and a more relaxed time.

2.

Very interesting!

Excellent.

APPENDIX J
An Evaluation Checklist for Slide/Tape Presentation
from Physician's Assistant
Brookings, South Dakota
(One Eval uation)
General:

Poor

Excellent

1 2 3 4 5
(To t al Responses)

Is the subject appropriate for
a slide/tape presentation?

0

0

0

0

1

2.

Are the objectives clear ?

0

0

0

1

0

3.

Are the ob j ectives met?

0

0

0

1

0

4.

Is the audience identified?

0

0

1

0

0

5

Is the program appropriate
for the audience?

0

0

0

1

0

6.

Is the script clear and concise?

0

0

0

0

7.

Is the subject present in an
interesting manner?

0

0

0

0

1

Are th-e sound track and visuals
complimentary?

0

0

0

0

1

Will the program hold the
intended a udience's attention?

0

0

0

1

0

Is the subject matter presented
in understandable terms?

0

0

0

0

Overall rating :

0

0

0

1

1.

8.
9,
10.
11.

0
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Poor

Excellent

1 2
3 4 5
(Total Responses)

Visuals:
1.
2.

Is the basic message conveyed
by the visuals?

0

0

0

1

0

Do the visuals convey the
idea intended?

0

0

0

1

0

0

O O

1

O

0

1

0

0

3,

Is there visual continuity
throughout the presentation?

4.

Are the titles easy to read
and pleasing to the eye?

5,

Do the visuals contain extraneous
or misleading materials?
0

Visuals -- Technical Evaluation:
1.

Are slides masked as needed?

0

0

0

1

0

2.

Are slides properly exposed?

0

0

0

1

0

3,

Has the image placement of the
screen been planned?

0

0

0

0

Does the "depth of field"
compliment the subject
(if applicable)?

0

0

1

0

Is the primary subject in
sharp focus?

0

0

0

0

Is the composition pleasing?

0

0

0

0

4.

5.

6.

0

0

Sound Track:
1.

Is the narration clear?

0

0

2.

Is the amount of narration
correct, too much, boring, etc.?

0

0

0
0

0
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Comments:
Please discuss briefly your comments and reaction to the
slide presentation, Is this slide series something you
can use? If so, how would you use it?
1. Use of dark place mat seems to distract from plate
of food.
2.
Emphasis of iron fortified cereal to 18 months seems
to imply only baby food cereal.

3, One solid eve~y three to five days, is this still
the accepted idea even after six to seven months?
4. Nine months seldom able to eat with spoon - should
think this would make moms question if child is OK when
he's not using spoon.
5.
Possibly a little misleading - use of whole milk
when most doctor's in this area use two percent after
formula!
Very usable teaching mothers - perhaps an evening showing
every couple of months for all parents of babies - see it
at about two months of age.

APPENDIX K
An Evaluation Checklist for Slide/Tape Presentation
Totals from
Appendixes C, D, E, F, G, H·, I, and J General:
1 2 3 4 5
(Total Responses)
1.

Is the subject appropriate for
a slide/tape presentation?

0

0

3 17 61

2.

Are the objectives clear?

0

0

3 28 47

3,

Are the objectives met?

0

0

2 30 47

4.

Is the audience identified?

0

1 13 37 24

5

Is the program appropriate
for the audience?

0

0

5 34 40

6.

Is the script clear and concise?

0

0

4 25 50

7,

Is the subject present in an
interesting manner?

0

1 12 28 37

Are the sound track and visuals
complimentary?

0

0

8 32 35

Will the program hold the
intended audience's attention?

0

0

9 34 34

Is the subject matter presented
in understandable terms?

0

0

5 25 53

Overall rating:

0

0

2 35 41

8.
9,
10,
11.
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Excellent

Poor
1

2

3

4

5

(Total Responses)
Visuals:
1.
2.

3,
4.
5.

Is the basic message conveyed
by the visuals?

0

Do the visuals convey the
idea intended?

O O 6 34 39

Is there visual continuity
throughout the presentation?

0

0

1 21 32

Are the titles easy to read
and pleasing to the eye?

0

1

5 33 40

Do the visuals contain extraneous
or misleading materials?
3

4

2 31 36

O 7 34 37

Visuals -- Technical Evaluation:
1.

Are, slides masked as needed?

O 7

30 5 40

2.

Are slides properly exposed?

O 2

4 32 38

3.

Has the image placement of the
screen been planned?

1

1

5 34 35

Does the "depth of field"
compliment the subject
(if applicable)?

0

0 10 29 31

Is the _primary subject in
sharp focus?

0

0

8 28 42

Is the composition pleasing?

O

O

7 16 36

4.

5.

6.

Sound Track:
1.

Is the narration clear?

O

O

7 16 35

2.

Is the amount of narrati on
co rrect, too much, boring, etc.?

0

0

7 28 20
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Comments:
Please discuss briefly your comments and reaction to the
slide presentation. Is this slide series something you
can use? If so, how would you use it?

APPENDIX L
NARRATIVE

When Should Baby Start Solids?
Slide Narrative
4.
Food. From the very first hows .tnd d.tys of life, baby is forming • Ille-long .tt•
tuhment to food. At lint, bM,y's food choices may be limited. Human miMI or
formu"1 ~ .tll the nutrition baby needL lut now is the time to be thinking .tbout bM,y's nutrition.ti needs in the fu1ure.

5.
After baby comes home, you will haw many questions, e,pec:i.tlly .tbout
bM,y's nutrition. It is impo,w,t for you to know th.tt baby is not hungry .tnd is
growing properly.

Further Information
4.

The key word 1s now. Other coneems ue more dom•·
Nnt It prfflltli dis.es 111d dunns the hosp,t1I stly.
But the moment new P,lf@nts o, u.rftl.kers assume
t0W rfll)()n1lbolity fo, the oni&nl flN!dins Ind nutn•
b<>nal nftds becom• 1 vffY gre:1t concern. It 1s •« this
ame that parents 1.re most rece,pave to nutnbon
eduation. It " the bet ame in ~ s life to inffuence
idult beha,vio, to provide apomum nutnoon.

s.
They wtll indeed hive fflll1"f quesoons. While you
m.ay noc: know .ill the fflSW~. your best ' "ponM ,s
one tempered with respect W SN.red concern fcx
811,y's nutnoon. Use penuuion •nd praise. show
your concern. a.by wiU be the ulbrmt, te1cher. but
8Aby an't communte.ut nsht now. so you must

s<&ndin.

6.
An otten uked question .tt this time is: When sltould my baby start e.ttlng
solid foodsl

7.
M.tny peotJle you low •nd trust will haw the .tMwer for yov-fei.ttifts,
friends, neiglloo,s. The trouble is, the rnaiy .tJI be different .tnd rnaiy
be bued on opinion .tnd tradition.
8.
All this •dvice, plus the over 400 v•riede of baby food on the grocery store
shelves, an mue the introduction of solid foods very confusing. bodt for
you .tnd your baby.

9.
Fot most b.tbies ~ , • simpler ween 4 .tnd 6 months.

introduce solids sometime bet-

10.
The f•ct is - human milk or formu~ is the best food for b.tby up to 6 months.
Solids before this time don't .tdd .tny food v.tlue that isn't ~reAdy in the milk
or formul.t. Solids before 4 to 6 months .tre • I.Ute treat .tnd not nec:esu,y for
good nutrition.

11 .

6.
Pediltnc are pro/01SK>Nls an best us,st pue,,u
with ~ quesaons ind conclOfflS with I helpful.
repKt>ble ltb. . . r&tMr thin With 11'1 o/ pro/...
SIOnll supenority. The blby"s opomum nutnoon IS It
SW<•. a.boes hlw no control OYM the typn ol foods
they
given.
•
7.
Crindpirents. fnends. •nd ""'shbon exert much ,,,.
Auence on baby's feeding. Thts 1nffuenc, 11 espec1allv
strong d pediltnc h.1lth a"' personnef do not prov~ gutd&nce ,n infant feeding.

i"'

a.
Co,nmemal ti.by food adve<os,ns promote tho ,dea
thit I well-led baby IS • well-loved blby. "Well•fed"
mNnS fed with thit p&rtlCUiar COtnp&ny 1 producL
The bottom line fo, co,nmerc,11 blby food com·
p,atff1 IS profit.
9.
Ths
f()f 1ntroduon9 solids IS well esublished 1n
the littrarur•. Human milk (with phvs1c1an•
recommended supplements)
fo,mul1 provide the
nutnen! muc ~ Offds. Huimn milk os the best milk
lo, Biby, although fo,mui.t provides odequ&to nutn•
bon. Solids wer• not commonly given to the ,nfanc
be/ore 1010 12 months through the 18th ce,,tury ind
up to the late 1920's. In the ll.tt ·20s, commercial can·
ned blby foods we<@ ffllri<eted for the fint omo. The
widespread odvfflJSI08 ind frH S1mpl01 ro phys,•
OIOS hastened the ICC@l)WIC@ o/ ti.by food by
p.,rents. Biby hid no cho,c:e. Some physo:..ns soil
· ouy" 01rly 1ntroducoon ol solids bocause thov IHI
they an·, p""'ent 1L

•se

°'

11.

From birth to 6 months, baby eats .tn .tverage of 50 alories per pound ot
body weight. But whoever knew •n • average" b.tbyf Of course the one you
are for is specW. Appetite .tnd ~te ot growth will be by the bmy's time
clock, not yours or the books.

Babv miy consume more than 52 calorie, oer pound
the Rn t 2 months ind dechne to •S ulon01 pe,
pound by 12 month,. Protem intake should b• ,u
7'1',-1616 ol tOtll Cllone •nd flt ,nwo ., lO'l,-;;'l,
C.irbohydrate the rest. Breascmdlc 1s 7'Clf, protetn For·
mula ,, 9(1&.-1.a~ prorem. Regular whole m,lk ,s 2'~
P,Oteitn.

12.
Approxim.ttely 30 to 32 ounces ot formu~ or .tdequ.te •mounts of human
milk each d.ty will meet b.tby's nutritiorw needs through 4 to 6 months. The
•mount v.1ries with b.tby's .1ge ilnd growth. The doctor may .tlso recommend
ii vit.tminimineral supplement.

12.
&bv s calone needs •r• m~ bv human milk Of ror·
mula each provKi1ng 10 ca lone, pe,, ounce. Crowd,
sourts bemre -l to 6 months mav reouire more than
32 ounces or rormul.i or uua nurS4n~ ror a snort time
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13.
In one ye.ar, bilby will be uting ill! ,wer.age ol 1.000 alone per day. Hurn&n
milk or formulil provides 500 to 600 cillories with ~ t the s.ame .amount of
cillories from solids.
14.
Continue giving hufflilfl milk or formulil for the tint yur. It provides optimum
nutrition. Regulu whole milk rn&y be startN illtef one yeu. There is illl illtern.ate rec:ornmencblion, ii , _ one from the Amerian Aademy ol Pediatrics.
It is that regulu whole rnillc rn&y be introduced u urty u 6 months, or
whenever bilby takes .at leut ii thi,d of toQI alories in solid foods. Solids
would need to be .a bwnc:ed
ol cereills, vegetilble,, fnaib, illld odler
foods, so bilby rec:ffle5 ilclequate iron .and viumill C. It is the rare bilby th.at
fflOUld be COMUming this type of diet ill 6 rncMltM. The best rec:ommendillion
for Bilby is to contilNM with ffllfflilfl mill or formulil to 1 yeilf.

matute

1S.
There Me some ~ good reHOM why Bilby does not need regulu whole
n,;lk for the first yur.
Number one is th.at the protein .and mineral content of regulilr whole milk is
too high.

Number two is th.at whole milk is more difficult to digest - it forms a tough
curd in the stomach.
Number tllree is th.at the buttetfat is poorly il.bsofbed or used by the baby.
Skim milk snouid not be substituted beaUM it does not haw Miequue ~
lion.
Number four is th.at reguw whole milk is low in iron illld vit.imin C. Solids
would haw to pnmde these, illld bilby rn&y not yet be tillling enough solidi.

16.
Meeting your infant's dletilly needs will ilP"' be u simple u it is during
the first 4 to 6 rncMl1M. Just relu, pnMde the hufflilfl milk or formula, illld
take the time for you illld baby to enjoy eadt odler. Bui .al ~ I 4 lo 6 months you will begin to see some little sipak. Bilby is chanplg.

15.
Compos1tion

Humon
""lk
871
71
1.1
l .8
6.8

Whole
Cows Milk
87 1
66.0
l .5
l .7

c....n

~

~ Protein
Some rn.,.,.- m.,,...als
petl1te,'
C.loum(ms)
Phos!)hon,s (ms)
Sodun(ms)
Iron (ms)
Some ma;o, v1t1.mtns
pet lite,'
Vit. A (1.U.I
Vit. C.

6()'11,

82"'
1891,

W• te< mU100ml
C.lo ne, kaU100ml
Pro<"'" gm/100ml
F•t pnl100ml
UCtOH pnl100ml
Pro<""' ('II, ol toul
prote,n

•9

)40

1170

140

920

161

506

o.s
18'lll
4)

o.s

1025
11

Skim milk ond low flit molks do no< prov,de the essenn.l fatty lads (linolec ond •rachodonoc) fo, ,nlonu,o,

the prope, nutnent r• t>o bec.ause ol the h,gh prote,n
ond low f•t. Check each fom,uL, fo< ,u nutnent compo>1t>on.

17.
These signals tell you that
Bilby needs more iron in the diet.
Bilby needs more alories.
ll&by is more physicillly ~ illld ready to handle solids.

18.
ll&by's need for iron increues at this time because the iron stOfff th.at baby
was bom with are beng depleted.

19.
llilby is growing and putting on weight - haven't you noticed! The ~le of
growth is slower .th.an during the first 6 months, but b.aby needs more
calories.

17.
a.bys ,ron •nd alone needs could i,. mot w,th
hum.In mdk and M\ iron and vita.fflW'I O supptem«it
put 6 months. S.by's nu tnt>onol needs could a lso i,.
met with 1ncre&Hd vnouna CX 1ron../omfied formula
up to one year. But. fPW bi.bee .ue breastfed unol 1
yNr. And cononuing wtth onlv human milk o, ror•
mula unal 1 yea.r wouki mean m1umg the
~~ ame, that~ ,s ready fo, sohds.
18.

The tron store cl the infant it b1rth ,s sufficient ror
4-6 months. TM l"l0ffl'W term infant requerf'S 1

~t

mg. ,ron per kg pet dov. The ROA or 10 to 15 mg per
day fo r the first year ,s based on a 109r. •bsorpt1on or
dietary ,ron.
19.

The average babv s p,o(ttn needs KtlJallv decrease
from 6 to 12 months. Pr()(etn , eqwremeolS are l .1
gm,kg body we,ght rrom O to 6 months and l.02
gmJkg from 6 to 12 months. This ,s 1 grim protetn per
pound from (),(, months •nd 0 .91 gr•m• per pound
from 6--12 months. ,\/\Ost d1ffl ,f adequate ,n ca lon~
w,11 supply surfioent pro retn to mttt reouirements ror
growth.
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20.
Baby is physially 1'1!ady for something new. Hne you noticed ...
21 .
TMt baby hu gotten control of the hud and nedi muscles ...
TMt baby an sit 119 Of is trying to ...
TMt baby hu better hand-to-mouth coordination - that little lilt goes right
home to the mouth!
TMt baby bites (Of gums} and chews sometimes instead of suddng ...
TMt baby hu a matutt dipstl¥e system.

21.
At first baby's wliv• contams l1tde amylHe - the
swch dil"'bng enryme. At l months. the amount ol
~In,• and also amylue " increuong and becomes
more important it 1pproxun•tefv 6 months. The onemonth-<Md infant can talent~ •botlt 25 grams Of
swch. As much as 40 gnms may cause malabsori>bon and fmnen<allon dianhea.

ll.
Don't rush Of fON:e !Nby. Wllit for these siplk. These physial deulopments
make the introduc1ion of solids Nlief and pluMnt for all the family.

23.
Until 4 to 6 months, INby receives nourishment by suddng. The ;.w, tongue,
and lipl woril topttler u a kind of slick suddng machine. The tOfl!Ple sticks
out ll little durins suddng. Sucldns takes such COflCentration .ind auses such
pleuure, baby doesn't WW ll spoon.
24.
At uound 6 months INby bepa to experiment with simple chewing. The
tiglrt little sudling machine relues, and the tOfl!Ple, lipl, and ;.w begin to
worti independently of each other. You will enjoy baby's ilmazement .ind
delight in thie experience.
25.
So now that baby is sipallng readineta for solid foods, wh.at do you p,el The
best first solid food is iron-fortified cere.il. It pN>Yide, iron, is eay to chew and
swallow, is euily prep.ired in very small ilfflOUnts, and hu a mild, but intriping. fluor. Rice cere.il may be the best first cere.il u it is lost likely to ~
.in.ille,gy.
26.
Iron.fortified cere.ils should be continued through 18 months to help meet
baby's need for iron.
27.
Now, if baby enjoyed the cerul, you ..,. ready to .idd other foods. Solids
should be introduced sepu.itely .ind each food should be offered .it
leut 3 to S d.iys ilfNlt. Introducing solids sepu.itely .ind not before 4 to 6
months will help .ivoid potential food aJle,ps.
28.
After 6 months, the solids may be tilble foods ii they h.ive .i soft, maned tu•
ture like that of squull, pears, potatoes, chidten, cere.il, c:anots or ill>ples.iuce. Junior foods may .ilso be used. Remember, introduce one food .it .i
lime, .ind give INby time to think it over. Don't fON:e.
29.
l"repare baby's foods simply and with very Uttle SOIOfling. Cook without added YIL Avoid extn supt and very sweet foods. Desserts ven't a necessity.
30.
For now, don't worry .ibout which foods you offer. Baby is still gettins most
nutritioml needs from the hum.in milk or formul.i. The solids ..,. just setting
the stage for later, good ealing lwlits.

31.
Now, let's teach baby that food isn't ;all one soft texture. At 6 mond!s, irttroduce some pr.ictice chewing foods.
"Practice"' is the word because not much of the food will get to the tummy
the first times. But if baby doesn't leam to exercise the mouth muscles, Baby
may not properly develop the chewins mechanism. This could cause Baby to
resist solids it i liter time.

23.
e.by's rffdiness for spoon feedin1 " OYodenr when
hu better power ol tongue rotrKOon and can
automalleally draw 1n the lower lip as the spoon 11
remoYed.
2•.
The 1&-weel<~ baby may sbll pro<tude the tongue
and dose the ~ps al the Wt0f18 btne when solidi are
introduced. This " not • true rt!f«bon ol the food.
Oelemng solids even 2 weel<s may help baby accept
solids without motor difficulty. It IS impo,w,110 avood
.,, v,xK>Ulltense areu.keir tf t>.by 11 not yet rHdy to
~ solids.
baby

25.
c,.,..al should not be added IO baby's bottle or an 1n•
fant feeder. This deft not allow baby to team eabng
from a spoon. C-1 isn•t a tna!PC food. If baby 11 r.tk·
1ng an iron suppjement. another food may be used ••
the first food.

27.
In the early weel<s, protein may be absorbed un·

chonged from the bowel. Early feedons ol cow·, m,lk
or vanou, solids may have the poss,bility of cauS1n8
alle,g,e. Human molk tS espeaally recommended for
baboes with • srrong famtly tmrory ol alle,wtes.
28.
Mixed diMen are not recommended. Home
prepared foods w,II geM<11ily have more calones per
unit than commercial products. Th" means baby will
ear less volume ol the t.otn.prepared foods.

30.
The 8aslc Four Food Groups are used as a gu1del,ne
when solidi become the maior poroon ol baby's food
1nr.tke. Mears may be a part ol the tor.ti diet - bur do
not n~ to ~ pushf!d d unng th,, 11rst vear
espeaally for the baby receiving tonnuia. ."1ost 01 rhe
protein requoremenr 11 provided by rhe milk product.
Flexibility 1n presenbng foods " the key 10 prov1d1ng
opamum nurnoon
Honey ,s not recommendf'd untJI
year due co
l)(HSlbiliry ol botuhsm.

•it"' ,

)1.
tf not introduced to the tdN or masocatton. babv m,v
become 1nd1ffe-rfflt to ~ exHase or che¥11in~ If appropnate texture, are 1nt.roduced as motor devefopment macure-s. b,bv 11 much more l,kefv to devefoo
the chewmg proctss.
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32.
At a.bout 6 months there are two other signals that IMby is re.idy for finger
food&. Thete are !>My's .billty to ,it up (or try to}, And !>My's Mrnittan" gr-.
33.
In the Mrnittan" pup, IMby the thumb • one unit And all four flngen •
the other unit. Baby will hold foodl with the whoM hand And mundt right
down to the knuckles. Tbet-e is better hand-to-mouth coonlnalion, ~
IMby can't pick up foodl v«y wel. Baby is ready for flnpf food&.

32.
This IS •lso alled the ~!mar grui,.

foodl at 6 fflOfltha include hard, dry tout, u-ited soda crackers And
tNthing bilcui& Avoid foodl that may ' - u off in the mouth And a i . .
choilinl- Avoid Ml!Nliw" food&. If you haw trouble "Qfllll""II" certain foodl
with a .,oe or forte, thmlt how fnasuadns it would be for IMby.
JS.
It is important that you do introduce finge, foodl from 6 to 9 months. This ettcourap, a IMby who is becoming very i ~ in HM feeding. This intetest
will continue if IMby is encou,apd to become ~!dent. You should c~
tinue to atlilt Baby with uting • needed though. Baby will not be efficient at
setf feeding until lppfOllimalefy 1S montha.
36.
Seif feeding is IMNY· Spread new1papen or a dwow n,g. pull !>My's hipchair
-ay from the wAII, kft1) a supply at bibl handy, And let IMby go to it. lte4u.
This ii • aating a time • watdling ba,bys lint stepa.
37.
From 6 To 9 fflOfltha, INby can start drinmng from a cup. Of course, you need
to hang on And catdl the dripL Baby isn't yet M,ie to hold the cup without

~ l o w s. wfy, ~ Pl«fl ol ti.mnu. luge
spoonfuls ol ~ t butter •nd om.r socky foods
could t i . ~

~Anger

)4.

35.

Wfin.,- foods

•"'"'t

~ e d •t mis "'""· the new
skill that baby is deYelopu,s moy not ti. property K ·
quired until • mud, lot« d.12. Oo not expect S.by to
bt! efficient ot self fftdins unal opp,o,omotely 1S
months.

36.
It has been found that children develop dftl~ble
feeding ~ - if they feel succflllul by pos,tJve
remlon:ement and by
negoav. bt!NVI()(.

'"'°""'

-spillng.
38.

So now INby is 9 fflOfltha old. Many- upe,ience with food hawt happffled. Human milk or fOffllllia still pn,vides mott o# baby's nutrition. lut now
INby has started solids, finpr foodl, And drinicing from a cup.
39.
From 9 to 12 fflOfltha, the balance betWftft human milk or formula And solids
dlanges. Solids are becoming the main part at muls. Formula intue will var,
from 24 to 32 ounce.

40.
Baby sits uprty in the high chair now. Baby wants (And Medi} to be included
in the family's muls. Watch your own social And eating slcille - if the family
memben are munching on candles, chip., sugary co11coctions, how can you
ren- babyl You know IMby doesn't need thole foods, and shouldn't have
them. Do the older family memben need theml

41.

From 9 months, Baby can do well with bite-med pieces ot 50ft food&. Chewing is advanced; you will see an UfMlld,down And a rotating molion. laby has
some teeth, And special strained foods aren't neceu,y at thil age.
42.
At a.bout 9 months IMby has developed the "pincer"' grasp. This means IMby
uses the thumb and index finger to pick up things.
43.
Baby can pick up cerem and other 11 iall pieces o# food. Watch the intense
concentralion u baby grasps and the delight in succeeding.
44.
From 9 to 12 months, baby can begin to use the spoon. The mess isn't over
yet. There will be plenty of spills. It is normal at this age for baby to tip the
spoon upside down just before it gets to the mouth.
4S.
These spills have to be lllen good-naturedly and patiently. If you e ncourage
Baby, Baby will le.am the skills and be more confident and happy.

40.
a.bys hunge, ot mealtime moy ause ,m~aence on
baby's ~rt. Rapid mal St!MCe such as st!fV1ng boby
first will •void mud, nt!gOIIVe bt!Nv!Of. S.by lum,
nw,y socw skills whole bt!ona • ~rt ol the fom,ly
JMOldme.
But if ~rents/CllfeW<e<s •"' munching on condie.
pops. chips. and sup, dnJens. ou:.. don't expect
boby not to want some. This IS • ve,y good Dme to
wont wilh the whol,i famdy's uang habits ,n rt!&Jrd
to develop,ng sood uans habots to, baby.
41.

food variety helps to provide A•vor v•rionc., for
baby. Wtheft! have been no .Jlt!f91t!S up to 9-12 months, eas and onnge IUIC" moy bt! introduced.

-14.
S.by may refuSt! to eu ~ >Omt!ont! IS helping. O'Ye<>
though S.by ,s not yet oble to do all self feeding. It
m•v help for both 8oby and a rot.tk!Of to have spoons
and wori< togt!th!Of.
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46.

46.

laby's ~ ~ s l o w s down hum 9 to 12 ,-thL T1lil ii nonMI, •
the ~teal powth i i . _, Aftef 1 yo,, baby's~ wil incre- Oflly an
. - . . of 100 cMlries p..- yo,.

9y 1 yat, a.by hu tnl)l«j bo,th Wets/It and 1nc,euecj

47.
Always let baby decide wtien hunpr is &OM and baby is "ful.,. T1lil is
mote iffll)C)fQllt wlten the ~ slows down.._ 9 mondll.

...

e¥en

he,1h<by~
Fom1Ula intake now 1veni,n 24 ounce. &by "
almost owrydw,s <l1e fMWy., sc,ng.
Baby hu p,Md 12· 20 poundJ mos fir,< year. bu< w1N
ga,n only 6-3 pow,d, lh• ,econd ysr.

eoans

Baby ii tellng you "Tm full" when you see thete sipe:

TIIINfll hum side to side
ICldling
,,___

C,ying
Not swallowing
W•Wl(J ums °' limply puttling •way the spoon and dilll.
49.
Stop feedins, but don't mue an islue of it. llllildns on • #dun ~te'" °'
#ffllPCY boctW 11111 going to do eitMf of you any good. Baby ~Y let you
feed p a s t ~ to pie- you, but you uw upMtling the natunl ~
control wflidl could cw u ~eweipt baby°'~ eating habiel in lu8
Ille.

so.
There is no one solid food that is -tial to baby's hoHtt. There uw ways
nutritioNlly KCepCable
such - ~ !Of spinach; dlea. f0t
meat; reguw c-i. f0t baby Cti'Uls.
51 .
Avoid• powti' stn,ale ow, food. It ruins the mealtime •tnMNphere f0t
~e,bocl). Baby hal • right to dillike cettain t-.. °' tatures. II• cettain
food is made an MIMue"', dlil mere dillilie couid tum to <Mfflilht hatred.
52.
It is best to prowide food variety, but to re9f)«t food dillikes. Childrefl
deftlop f - feeding J>")OMffll if they Me not fotmd to UL

~-dfts.

53.
Ob"°'811y, laby an't nt Ml adult1ized Mfwtg. 5eme fOf wflat Baby ,ipals is
enough; ia,we semnp lead to fo,ai feeding and overfeeding. A small 2-4
ounce glaa of formula °' juict f0t Baby ~y be included with mealtime.

49.

It IS believed th.at I l)itn,ffl o/ quomng to Nt at ~
firu ...,. ol fullMsl helps <l1e food intu• ~tDrf
funcDon (~
ID funCDon properly.
TM most CUtffl'4 . . . . . . , concemong wheffier 01'
not • lat baby beccme a fu ..i..it ,s >11Honcondusrv•.
It should not ti. s-allY UIUffled th.at obe,ty " .,.
~ ~ ., the firu year ol !We. 11w
preYW1'10no/obeety b y ~ ~ N C J n g
habi!S and tnC0Utagl"1 repiiar p/,ysaJ ilCIIVlty II the
bet approod,.
50.
Th& cost ol baby's food " ohen • C0nC""1. Nu1noon
1n relation 10 c:mt 1J 1,np<><Unt. His/I cost com~
baby foods do not MCeHOnly p,ovide mor• nutnoon.
bch family's soluaon 10 <l1e costibt!Mli< m1y vary.
51.
Food j.lgs ,,. bet left 10 ""' !heir coo,.., Olh.r
foods th.at .,. nulJ10CINJly equal may ti. olf..-ed.
A ~ rMal ~conlnO<fle iVNdY 10
biby's omooonal ~ Oifficul1 f~ 1ng rel1-b01',thops .,_ i kely ID ieul< ,f t h e ~ II,.,,,.,.
it'OOOUS, 1mtable. 01' eUlly upMt. HNlih a r e ~
nel may help the ,olulaon Vff!ly by olffflng suppo<t
ind p.lldance ID an .-..ea,,. ind an,uous areuke<.
53.
s.mpi. serv,ng SlzeS to, baby are:
Ce<ftl: 2◄ !lblepoons
Po<alD. Maaron,, 51)1.(li,e<I,, Noodl•: 2·4 ~ble·

peons.
v~

. Fiua: 2◄ tablespoons

MNIS, fi,h wtlhout bone, 0,.ew. 1/4 OL tO 1 OL

54.
fl'om 9 to 12 months, nulritioul snadca uw good f0t baby .Jong with the
three small me-. Snacb ~y include fruit juice, dlea., soft fTuit. toast.
human milk °' formula, o, cereal.

55.

5-4.

meals._....

Tuins small• .,,.,,. frequen(.
le, likely
lod 10 obel<y lhon taJuns ~ 1nl-on1 msls.

ID

55.

DurintJ the first ynr of life baby w•tches uld imitates you. Baby loves you;

Pon,na •nd attW<ffl .,. lh•

you •te the n-<>St important thing i.• baby's life. How you feed baby, how you
introduce solids and U5ist baby to form good Hling habits is important to an
infant's lifetime sod&! •nd physical health.
56.
This very first yHr, you t.y the comerstones for good e•ting habits. It is .tier
~ months that baby is naturally curious mout food and has• good •ppetite.
You make the difference in how •nd why solids ve st.rted.

baby's nucnbOn. They j_f"e ' " conuot ol wh,u ,s .1.nd
lSll t ,v11ia.ble t0 bi.bv. If there tS Ml undfflta.ndln! or
~ nu<naon and good HC>ng hibits. boby 1s mot•

57.

wout

Don't confuse a.by
food. A lifetime of poor food habits can result
when food is offered for some reuon o ther than beause b.by is hungry.
Don't st.rt solids for the wrong reuons.

·pc.

kttl)e<S" to

lik~y to recetVe opomum nutnaon. Parents own
, aong habits and whit foods aro "lcep< aroond the
house" are very 1mporunt .u bu>y grows .1nd
OOS<!rv"' th• family m,1ls.
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The Slide Program
"When Should Baby Start Solidsr' is a 16·minute
35mm slide and audio-casseue series about what
Baby eats during the first year of life. Viewers learn
11npor1an1 developme ntal and nutritional
guidelines:
(1) the developmental "signals" Baby edlibits
whe n physically ,eady to handle solids,
(2) the nutritional background needed lo start
solids successfully, and
()) the unporlance of correct introduction of
solids to Baby's eating habits and overall
contentment.
The slide content is presented through real·life pie·
lures, colorful graphics, and narrative. The slide
program is intended 10 be of interest to parents,
caretakers, and professionals in infant care and
nu1r11ion A printed narrative is provided and in·
eludes more in-depth info rmation on many of the
concepts presented in the slides. This information
may be used as an educauonal tool in presenting
the sltde series. A "take home" brochure is also provided.

Audience
"When Should Baby Start Solids" is appropriate for
parents, parent educators, professionals in child
Cdre, and educato rs of nursing. dietetic, and child
development students. II is intended for use in
paren11n11 classes, clinics. W1C programs, maternal
and infant health courses, extension classes, and
collei;e and ur"' _rsity classes.

Objectives
(ll To recommend appropriate age for in1roductiun of solids,

Ill To provide reasons lo r such

a 1ecommenda 11on,
(J) Io identify 1he 1nfanr s physica l developments
whtd1 are rtt.'<-essary for successful solids tnlro ·
duction,
(4) To d1>courai;e s1ar1ing solids fo r reasons o ther
1han Baby's nulrllional and developrnen1al
needs,
(5) 1o cur11murvca1e that 1he way solids are started

is as important to Baby as the solids
themselves,
(6) To encoura11e family participation in Baby's
feeding.

How to Use the Slide Series
1. Preview the narrative.
Before the showing. ,ead the narrative and
other information in the kit. Keep the parlicula1 audience to which you will be presenting the slides
foremost in your mind. Decide which of the following presentations would be the best leilrning situation for that group:
(1.1) A non-stop showing and then ii discussion and question/answer period.
(1 .2) Stops during the showing to discuss
concepts as they appear.
(1 .3) A non-stop showing. then a re-run of
the slides, stopping to disc uss
concepts.
2. Prepare the audience.
The best way 10 capture audience auention
is to personalize the introduction. Relate a true-life
experience (even ii you make it up). Invite member5
to share their experiences, expectations about
feeding babies. Use personal, conversational
words. If you have previewed the narrative, you will
recognize many opportunities to ,estate the personal experiences as questions ,e lating 10 the nutritional and developmental guidelines that will be explained in the slide pro gram. Summarize them and
ask the audience to look for possible answers during the presentation.
Sample summary questions:
(2.1) Why is knowledge about feeding
infants solids Important/
(2.2) What physical developments are
important 10 Baby's eating/
(2.3) Are one baby's nutritional needs the
same as anothe(sl
3. Show the slide series.
4. Orscuss the slide series.
The emphasis will depend upon the makeup of the
audience. Some helpful discussion questions are:
4.1 Who or what influences parents when
they make de<.is1ons co ncerning Baby's
nu1ri1ionl

4.2 How do babies growth tilles differ/
4 .} Do all babies develop the miltan 111asp
al the same agel The pincer grasp/
4.4 Baby needs more calories alter 6·9
months, but Baby's rale of growth is
slower. What does this meanl
4.5 Why Is it important 10 use a general age
guideline of 4 Lo 6 ITlOOlhs for the introduction of solids/
4.6 Why should "lo rceleeding" Baby be
ilvokledl
4.7 How does m1,altime atmosphere affect
Baby's eating/
4.8 Why should some linger foods and
solids be introduced at 6 rnonthsl
Why Is this important developmentally
to Baby/
4.9 What is optimum nutrition for Baby/
4.10 Explain the interrelationship of Baby's
nutritional and developmental needs 10
the introduction of solids.

5. Activities
Problem solving has lasting educational value, and
problem solving in a group where questions and
solutions can be shared is a more effective learninl!
experience than solitary study. Two suggested activities locus on group problem solvlnfl.
5.1 Present samples of commercial baby
foods and compare nutrients, cost, and
i1ppropria1e age to introduce 10 Baby.
These products can then be compared
to similar home-prepared items. The
group can then make suggestions and
develop guide~nes on which foods offer
the grea test food value for the least
cost.
5.2 The group can role play the overfeeding
of a baby. One group member may be
the person feeding and ano ther member the baby. The feelings of both mem•
bers can then be discussed by the
group. Areas of concern in the every
day feeding of in/ants may surface
during the discussion. This will allow
the group 10 make recommendations in
developini: good eating habits fo r Baby.
-...J
\,!)
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